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Title word cross-reference

mod [BS09], λ [KS13b, MP03], λδ [Gui09],
Δμ [Sau10], μ [MM07], μl [AI03], ω
[BBS07, CHH09], π [TM10], qMμ [MM07].

-calculus
[KS13b, MM07, TM10, MP03, Sau10].
-regular [BBS07, CHH09].

2003 [Kol05]. 2008 [KM10]. 2SAT [Sub04].

3-valued [SG07].

abduction [LS07, LY07]. Abductive
[KKLUJ14, MSS14, SDSS13, ACG+08].
abelian [MOG05]. ability [GS09].

abnormality [CEG05]. Abstract
[BG03a, BG08a, BD07b, TZ02, TZ04,
GRS05, Gur00, MM02]. abstract-state
[Gur00]. abstraction
[CV10, LB07, LLM+07, SG07].
abstraction-refinement [CV10, SG07].
abstractions [NNN11, YRSW07].
accessing [ACW12]. Accumulative
[BCHK14]. action [BG02]. actions
[DST13, ILNR09], additive [HV05]. adjoint
[DST13]. admissibility [WZ08]. Affine
[AR02, CM06]. against [BBS07]. agent
[ACG+08, DNS00, Lia05]. agents
[DL04, DKS06]. aggregate [CSN05].
aggregates [Fer11]. Algebra
[BBH+14, DST13, AE09, BP11, BG02,
DMS06, Koz00, YFDJ09].
Algebra-coalgebra [BBH+14]. algebraic

[SSS12, VGD06, VGD07]. Flat [SV08]. flow
[JK09]. Floyd [AMM09]. Floyd-Hoare
[AMM09]. FO [BS09]. Focalization
[Sim14]. formal [GMS12, Gui09].
Formalizing [SPNS14]. formally
[ADGR07]. formats [BFV04]. forms
[HP05]. Formula [HLM13, Al03].
Formula/Literal [HLM13]. formulae
[Ari07]. formulas
[AD14, GS00, Su04]. forth [GHO02].
Foundational [CS08]. foundations [GL13].
founded [EILS11, WZ05]. fragment
[AJ05, Bau14]. Fragments
[CMVT12, AL04, BMS+11]. Framework
[TSH15, ACG+08, AAD11, AMM09,
BD07a, CV10, CS08, GNZ08, LA13, Lia05,
MM02, RS13, She08, SG07]. frameworks
[BCM04]. free [BGR14, HV05]. freeze
[DL09]. Frege [BSH10, IS06]. full [ST14].
fully [LA13]. function [AE09, ES10].
functionals [BK02], functions
[AE09, Avi03, BGV01, Pau06]. fusion
[Lia05]. Fuzzy [FPS14, SJV12].

G3i [FFF15]. game [DH02, MN12, SG07].
game-based [MN12, SG07]. Games
[BPT14, CD14, CKPP12, AL04, BSH10,
CH09, CDH11]. General
[BMG14, AMMO9, SYY+03]. Generalized
[MBN12, SBSM13]. Generalizing [BCM09].
generation [AR04, CGS10], generators
[AL04]. Generic [BCD13, MT05].
geometry [Dal09b]. goal [Sto05].
goal-directed [Sto05]. good [BMS+11].
governed [ASP09]. Graded [BMM12].
Graph [Tan13, DZ13], graphs
[Lyn05, Moy09, Sze11, Tri09]. Greatest
[Bae12]. Ground [GL14, Bon09, VH05].
guarded [LDS01, GH002, HV008]. Guest
[BMR09]. guided [CV10].

Hájek [BM08]. Handling [BF13]. Hard
[Fon15]. Having [Sim15]. Heads [DGM12].
heap [YRSW07]. Hellman [CKRT08].

Help [Pra13]. Herbrand [McK13].
Heterogeneous [DKS06]. Hierarchies
[DK12]. Hierarchy [GL14, Koa09]. Higher
[CHR13, Kar13, LV12, MP03, Pie09,
CPV09, Da109b, IS04, MM02].
Higher-Order [CHR13, Kar13, LV12,
MP03, Pie09, CPV09, Da109b, MM02].
highly [GJ12]. Hoare
[AMM09, CK00, Koz00]. Homological
[PDHR14]. homology [HCMS13]. Horn
[KRH13, Lib00a, MBN12, MO12]. Hybrid
[AKS13]. hypersequent [MOG05].
Hypotheses [KKLJU14]. Hypothesis
[LSS04]. Hypothesis-based [LSS04].

Identifying [KKLJU14]. Identity
[vdBG12, ST14]. II [BG07a, Jap06b]. III
[BG07b]. Image [PDHR14]. IMLL [MO06].
Implementation [SSS12, MV04]. Implicit
[GMR12, BMR09]. implies [Cha06].
Improved [BB14]. improvement [BB14].
Inadequacy [BG01]. inclusion [BAGM10].
incomplete [YSG09]. incompleteness
[Sah03]. increasing [AS02]. Incremental
[DL01]. independence [Lib03]. indexed
[LB07]. indexing [Poe09]. Induction
[Sak05]. Inductive
[WDB13, DBM01, DT08, LF01]. inequality
[Rat06]. inexpressibility [BK10].
Inference [AGM13, ZG14, BD07b, BG09,
CM06, GM02, MO12, VV07]. Inerring
[GG08]. Infinite
[CHS14, Tan13, BMT13, NSV04].
Inflationary [DGK04]. infons [GN11].
information [KB11]. initial [LvdMR00].
Instantiation [EP13]. integers [BJW05].
intelligence [Cha06]. intelligence-related
[Cha06]. Interaction
[BFW03, AC+08, BG01, Gug07].
Interactive [BD12, BG06, BG07a, BG07b].
interiors [MO12]. interpolants [CGS10].
interpolating [BGR14]. interpolation
[BGR14]. interpretations [BBC02, MP09].
Intersection [GN12, DCHA03, DCDGT10].
intersection-type [DCHA03]. Interval [BGLC04, HG07]. intractability [CF10]. Intruder [BCD13]. intuitionism [LM02].

Intuitionistic [AR02, FFF12, DST13, FFF05]. invariant [GS00]. invariants [BG01]. Isabelle [Pau00]. isomorphisms [DCDGT10]. issue [BMR09, GHJP03, KM10, Ko05]. iteration [HS10]. IV [BG11b].

Jordan [NC12]. judgments [MT05].

Karp [BM10]. key [CKRT08, CLCZ10]. kinds [Cra07]. Kleene [DMS06, Koz00].

KLM [GGOP09]. Knowledge [AKS13, BCD13, LvdMR00, MBN12, SA13, TSH15, DEPT11, DR02, EFL04, EFST05, LPF06, Lib00a, Rei01, SBTM06]. knowledge-base [DEPT11].

knowledge-based [Rei01].

knowledge-state [EFL04]. Knuth [KV05a].

Labels [BGM14]. lambda [AJ05, PQ07, Sal03]. lambda-calculus [PQ07]. Language [BMS13, CPV09, GG02]. languages [BLN07, BS09, CDH10, GL13, GHK08, GSM12, Mur05].

lattices [SS07]. law [Ly05]. Least [Bae12, KS13].

length [Sub04]. LF [HP05, UCB11]. LICS [GHJP03, Kol05]. Light [AR02]. like [Sub04]. limitation [Cha06]. limitations [Rab07].

Linear [Bae12, BF13, FPS14, ST15, YLF14, BBS07, BJW05, CDKM13, Dal09a, Dal09b, GG02, HV05, KRS05, KV05b].


Locality [GS00]. LoCo [ADGV14]. Logic [ADGV14, Bae12, BF13, CHR13, CMVT12, CES14, DM01, DK12, Fer11, FPS14, GS13b, GN11, GC12, Kar13, MM12, MSS14, RS14, SJ12, SSS12, SDSS13, SPNS14, WDB13, Zha06, AL10, AM01, ACG08, AELP01, AGP07, ABGM01, Avi03, BGL12, Bau14, BMM12, BM10R09, BDM00a, BER04, BM08, BDP04, BGV01, CDL08, CK00, CM06, Dal09a, DGK04, DEPT11, DL04, DT08, DGM12, EFL04, ES10, EILS11, FD14, FHK00, FR10, GL13, GK08, HV05, IS04, Jap06a, Jap06b, KR02, Ko0z0, KT03, LF01, Lia05, LPV01, LT03, LS04, Luk01, MR03, RW05, Sak05, SH07, SKG09, Sch05, SPSS11, SYY03, Sze11, Tan14, VDS01, WZ05, ZHD14, AR02, DBM01].

Logic-Based [CES14]. logic-enriched [AL10]. Logical [BDT10, BLN07, BHM15, CR15, GL13, RS13, YRSW07, Kon09, MM02]. Logics [AKP14, BGM14, CLS15, KB11, KNPHZ13, KR13, KWS03, Lib00b, Lib01, AMMO09, BAGM10, BO02, DR02, ET06, FFF05, GG09, GGS09, GS09, GHO02, Lib07, LS04, Lut04, MOG05, OPS07, ST14, SP09, TM10, VGD06, VGD07, Vor01, WZ08].

loop [BG01, CPV09, LR06]. Loops [CJL13, She08]. Lower [AGM13, BSH10, AL03, AD14]. LTL [BGL12, BMS11, DL09, SV10, AL04].

Lukasiewicz [MOG05].


merge [AFIL09]. metalogical [BCM04, CS08]. metaquerying [ABEZIP03]. metatheory [UCB11].

Method [MBN12, MP09]. methods
metric [FR10, KWS+03, TZ04]. minimal [DNR02].

minimization [BBH+14, BG03b].

Minimizing [HK15]. Minimum [RW05].

MKNF [AKS13]. MLL [MO06]. mobile [DL04].

Modal [GJL15, NNN11, Pra13, DGK04, DL04, DST13, FFF05, GH002, Lia05, NPP08, SH07, SP09, TM10, Vor01, WZ08]. moded [BERS04].

Model [ASSB00, BBD03, DSTW13, EY12, MYPV14, YLYF14, AELP01, BMS+11, DGR08, GGV02, JNS+06, LLM+07, LW10, RW05].

Model-Checking [MYPV14, YLYF14, ASSB00, BGR08].

Model-Theoretic [DSTW13]. modeling [CLS07, ET06].

Modelling [AKRZ14].

Models [RS14, vdBG12]. modular [AAD11, Sto05]. modularity [VGD06, VGD07].

Monadic [GPW10, Sze11, KS13a]. monads [WT03].

Monadic [DFK06]. Most [CJL13]. motion [BGLC04]. MSO [EH01]. multi [Lia05]. multi-agent [Lia05].

multiagent [GS09, LvdMR00]. multiary [SP11].

multicast [BMRS10]. Multicriteria [KKLJU14]. Multiple [DGM12, PKW12]. multiplicative [HV05].


named [VV07]. names [KHST12].

negation [CSN05, DNR02, RW05, ST14].


NEXP [Lut04]. No [Sim15]. Nominal [LV12, DG12]. Non [FD14, AS02, GK08].

Non-finite [FD14]. non-size-increasing [AS02]. non-suspension [GK08].

Nonconstructive [Bd12].

Nondeterministic [LWG13, BBS07].

nonground [DPT11]. nonmonotone [DT08]. nonmonotonic [BO02, ET01, EFST05, ES10, GGO09, Sak05].

Nonuniform [CS10]. norm [ASP09].

norm-governed [ASP09]. Normalizing [Sim15]. normative [Ser01]. norm [GVL94].

note [CK00]. NP [KV05a].

NP-complete [KV05a]. Nullstellensatz [IS06]. number [ADGR07]. numbers [ACF05, CFS10, Rat06].

objects [BBC02]. Observation [CD14].

Obtain [Fon15]. Omega [LW10]. Omega- [LW10]. One [CJL13, Sim15, SV08].

One-Step [Sim15]. one-variable [SV08].

Open [HV08]. operations [BMT13]. operator [VGD06, VGD07]. Operators [HLM13, DST13].

OP [VGD06, VGD07]. Optimal [Sub04, CM06, PQ07]. Optimality [GL10].

Optimization [ST15, SBS13]. optimize [VD09].

Optimizing [CM06]. Order [AZZ14, CHRW13, GJL15, Kar13, LV12, MM12, WDB13, AJ05, Avi03, Bau14, BB14, CPV09, Dal09b, DG12, DG07, FH00, GHW08, GS00, GS02, KS13a, Lib03, MM02, MP03, Pie09, Rat04, Sal03, Sch05, Sze11, Tan14].

order-invariant [GS00]. ordered [CNNR03]. orderings [BG08]. orders [KRS05].

Ordinary [BG06, BG07a, BG07b].

Other [CLZ13, BCM09]. Outlier [AGP07].

Paraconsistent [Ari07, CLSZ15]. Parallel [SDSS13, BG03a, BG08a, PQ07].

parameter [LT03]. Parameterized [AK15, BGL13]. Parametric [AELP01, BDR08]. Parity [BPT14, AD14, CDH11]. Partial [CD14, BG08b, KTO0, TZ04].

Partial-Observation [CD14]. partiality [JNS+06]. passing [Ber04, GM09b].

path [BFW03]. pattern [MP03]. PCL [GGOS09].

Pebble [BMZ14, Tan13]. Pebbling [Nor12]. PELCR [PQ07].

Literal [HLM13].
SSReflect [HCMS13]. Permissive [DG12].
Permissive-nominal [DG12]. persistency [ACF05, CFS10]. Persistent
[BG11a, HCMS13]. Perspective [LV12].
Phase [LWG13]. Piecewise [GGKT12]. planning
[AM01, BGLC04, EFL+04, SBTM06]. PLP
[She08]. pointer [HS10]. Points
[Bae12, DGK04]. Polynomial [GM02, AS02, GL10, GNT04]. Polynomial-time [GM02]. polynomially
[IS06]. positions [Ser01]. Positive
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
[MM12, Che14]. Power
Programs [AZZ14, GS13b, RS14, SBSM13, SDSS13, ACF05, ACW12, BERS04, BDP04, CFS10, DGM04, DEPT11, DBM01, DNS00, ES10, EILS11, Fer11, G08, HVV08, HS10, LPV01, LT03, LSS04, MR03, RW05, Sak05, SKGST09, SYY+03, VDS01, WZ05].

promise [DT10]. Proof [BM08, ET01, HV05, MeK13, SDW14, TM10, ADGR07, BG09, DST13, MT05, MO06, Sto05, Vor01].
Proof-complexity [ET01]. proof-search [Vor01]. Proofs [BPT14, Bd12, GM09b, BSH10, DT10, SKGST09, VDS01].
Propagations [WDB13, CLS07]. Properties
[BHM15, YLYF14, ABEZIP03, BBS07, BCM09, CDKM13, CLCZ10, KKW10, Lib00b, Lib01]. property [FFF05, LLM+07].
Proposition [BP11]. Propositional
[BPT14, FFF12, HLM13, Jap06a, Jap06b, BO02, BGV01, CEG05, CK00, DT10, Fer11, GN11, LA13, LS07]. propositions [DST13].
protocol [MN12]. protocols
[AM01, CKRT08, CLCZ10, KKW10, SV08]. prove [Hes05]. prover [OPS07]. Proving
[DGM04, NC12, MR03, Vor01]. PSPACE
[Bau14, GMR12, SP09].
PSPACE-complete [Bau14]. public
[CKRT08]. Pudlák [BSH10]. Pure [HS10]. Pushdown
[Kar13].

QoS [BMRS10]. QSQR [MBN12].
Qualitative [CDH11, ILNR09].
quantification [KR02]. quantified
[Ari07, BCM09, Rat04]. Quantifier
[BGR14, DL09]. Quantifier-free [BGR14].
quantifiers [AD14, Rat04, Sch05].
Quantitative [CDH10, MM07]. Quantum
[FDY14, YLYF14, YFDJ09]. queries
[BDT10, BG11a, Che14, CSN05, DG07, G02, KS13a]. Query [AKS13, Fon15, SDSS13, BLN07, CDL08, GKH08, GGV02].
Query-Driven [AKS13]. queues [RV01].
random [KHST12, Lyn05].
Randomization [CHS14]. randomness
Some

Sound

Spaces

specification

specifications

specified

Specifying

Splitting

stable

standard

state

Statecharts

static

Step

steps

ST

stable

standard

state

Statecharts

Structural

structured

Structures

streaming

streams

strong

strings

strongly

strength

strengths

String

Syntax

Syntactic

Syntax

syntactic

Syntax

Tableau

Tableau-based

Tableaux

tabulation

tabling

Taming

Technique

Temporal

term

terminating

Validity

Transitive

Transitive

transitive

transitivity

translating

translation

Trees

tree-like

trees

TRENCHARD

Two-variable

two-way
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CM06, DCHA03, HP05, NPP08, VV07].

Type-two [BK02]. Typechecking
[AMN+03]. Typing [BBC02]. Types
[vdBG12, DCDGT10, IS04, SH06]. Typing
[Sau10].

g. [BSM+11]. uncertainty [ILNR09].

Undecidability
[CFG10, LWG13, WZ08, Mur05].

Undecidable [GJ12]. Underlying [EFH14].

Unfolding [JNS+06]. Unicast [BMRS10].

Unification [GGSS11, LV12, S07, WZ08].

Unified [BK12, LA13], uniform [DPR08].

uninterpreted [BGV01]. unit [HV05].

unit-free [HV05]. UNITY [Pau08].

unranked [BLN07]. Update [HLM13].

updates [Zha06]. Upper [AGM13, KS13b].

Usage [AGM13]. Useful [BK12]. Using
[KKLJU14, ST14, SBSM13, SPNS14,
BGV01, Pie09].

Vacuity [GC12]. value [Ber04]. Valued
[RS14, SG07]. Values [BCHK14, Tan14].

Variable [Lib03, BDM+11, SV08, Tan14].

variables [CPV09, Hes05]. Verifiable
[ACG+08]. Verification
[BHM15, CDKM13, BGV01, MO06].

verified [ADGR07]. Verifying
[AM01, BBS07, SV08]. versus [TZ04]. via
[BSH10, GM02, GL14, HP03, KHST12,
MO06]. views [AMN+03, BDT10].

way [EH01]. Weak [KV01, BG02, CT06].

Weakness [EFH14]. Web [AAD11, EILS11].

Weighted [AK15, BMGZ14]. Well
[EILS11, GJ12, BG08b, WZ05].

Well-founded [EILS11, WZ05].

Well-structured [GJ12]. Weyl [AL10].

Where [Lib07], Win [CD14]. winning
[CHH09]. within [HCMS13]. without
[MM12]. witnessing [BB14]. words
[BDM+11, Lax11].

XML [AMN+03, HGS07]. XPath

[Fig12, JL11].

YAPA [BCD13].
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